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ROLLIN WORK MAN

There is a fourteenth century Latin poem which Sir
Walter Scott freely translated as follows:
Unless the fates are faithless found
And prophets' voice be vain,
Where e'er is placed this stone, e'en there
The Scottish race shall reign.
The stone referred to is, of course, the Stone of Scone.
Upon that stone twenty kings of Scotland were enthroned between
860 and 1292. The stone was considered so sacred that the early
Scottish kings did not actually require a crowning to achieve the
status of legitimate monarch. It was sufficient for them merely to
sit upon the Stone. According to the most reliable legend, the Stone
was once used as a pillow by St. Columba, who arrived to christianize
Scotland in 563 and brought the Stone with him from the Holy Land.
It was set up as a pillar beside Columba'S grave on the island of lana,
where it remained for some three hundred years. In 843, Kenneth
McAlpin, the first king of a united Scotland, carried it across the
country to a new church he had built at Scone on the site of the final
battle in his successful campaign to crush the Picts and secure
Scotland for the Scots. The church was later replaced by an abbey,
which became the custodian for all of the Scottish coronation
paraphernalia.
Scone is Located near Perth, about fifty miles north of
Edinburgh. In 1296, Edward I of England led an invasion of Scotland.
As he left, he stopped at Scone to seize the coronation objects and
carry them off to Westminster Abbey Church. In part, he intended to
symbolize his hegemony over all of Britain by joining the Scottish
treasures to the recently acquired golden coronet of the last Prince
of Wales. In part also he wanted to correct a deficiency in the
English coronation ceremony. Among the Gothic and Celtic tribes, it
was customary for the new ruler during the ceremony to be lifted to
a seat on a sacred stone. The raising signified that he had been
elected by the people, independently of any other claim he might
have to the throne. Before 1296, the closest the English had been
able to come to such an action occurred in Westminster Palace
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before the cor ona ion procession passed from there to the Abbey.
The king was lifted 0 a marble seat twelve feet long placed at the
upper end of Westminste r Hall and called, because of that dign ity,
the "King's Bench." Edward wanted a sacred stone in the Abbey itself
so that the ele vatio could take place in the midst of the coronation
ceremony proper. The stone he brought from Scone was to serve that
purpose.
Edward ordere d a bronze chair made to enclose the relic.
The chair was bare y star ted, however, when he changed his mind and
had it replaced by he oak version whic h presently exists. He also
declared that he chai r would serve pri marily as the abbot's seat
behind the high a1 ar . Some accounts say that Edward designated
that as the pri mar)' use instead of being the corona tion chair. Other
accounts have tum makin g it the onl y use, excluding the coronation
altogether.
A possible reason for the changed role given the chair
may have bee a long-range plan of Edward to secure cathedral
status for Wes inste r Church. The physical placement of the chair
behind the high aJ ar and the presence of the sacred stone of Scotland
gave the abba a seat e qual in he ight and majesty to any bishop in
England. To Ed rd it was fitti ng that the place where English kings
were crow ned
burie d shoul d have cathedral rank. Shakespeare
echoes that tho
hen , in He nr y VI (Part 2, Act 1, Scene 2), he has
the Duchess of G . . uceste r desc ribe a dream by saying:
. e . ks I sate in seat of majesty
In he Ca hedral Church of Westminster,
A c - ha t chair where kings and queens are crowned.
T e Coronation Stone, as the stone in the Duchess' dream
has come to be
ed, is ma de of reddish sandstone. It weighs about
~our hun.dred
ds and measures twenty-six inches long, fifteen
Inches WIde an en and three quarters inches high, about the size of
two attache cases stacked on top of each other. It has a crack which
runs fr ont to back in ro ughly the middle of the Stone. The crack was
aggra va~ed by .a su~fragette bomb in the early 1900's. According to
conventIOnal histOri cal accounts, the Stone has been taken outside
t~e Abbey ?nly twice since it was placed in the church there. The
fIrst occasIOn was the installation of Oliver Cromwell as Lord
Prote.ctor in. 1.657. Even he felt it necessary to legitimi ze his
electIOn by slttmg upon the Stone; but he found it equally necessary
not to have the ceremony take place in an Anglican church.
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The other occasion was the theft of the Stone on
Christmas eve in 1950 by a handful of Scottish students from Glascow
University. The students hid in the church at closing time and waited
untl1 they thought that the whole area was deserted. Thp.y then
wrenched off the wooden bar which kept the Stone in the chair, put
the Stone in a sack, dragged it down the steps along the east aisle of
the south transept, through the Poets' Corner door, through the
stone-masons' yard alongside Henry VII's chapel and into the street
opposite the House of Lords. Here the Stone was put into a car
accompanied by two of the students. They had just started to drive
off when they were stopped by a young police officer, the only
officer on duty in the area. The students asserted that they were on
the way to the seaside for Christmas and had paused to look at the
statue of King George V on the way. The officer told them to drive
on.
The removal of the Stone from the church was evldently
well planned, but it included a couple of elements of good fortune
which served the escapade. For one, the Poets' Corner door had been
damaged in the war and not properly repaired, so that it was fairly
easy to break it open. Second, the night watchman, who should have
heard the noise of the Stone being dragged through the church, was
accustomed, before starting his nightly patrolling, to make himself
tea in the vergers' room in the northwest tower, where the noise
could not reach him.
The students with the Stone decided to drive south on the
assumption that, as soon as the theft was discovered, the roads
toward ScotLand would be closely watched. They therefore crossed
We:strnin:ster BricJ!'je and followed a random route to a hiding place
near Rochester, southeast of London. During the next six days, they
reconnoitered by driving to Scotland and back. As they expected, the
roads were guarded, but they decided to try to get the Stone to
Scotland anyway. On the trip north, their car was halted and they
were questioned, but they eluded detection by the simple devise of
sitting upon the Stone.
Having reached Scotland, stashed away the Stone and
come down from their state of exultation, the students were faced
with the problem of what to do next. By March, Scotland Yard,
through some clever detective work, knew their identities. But the
Yard held off arresting them because it did not know where the Stone
was. On April 4, the students tried to negotiate with the Dean of
Westminster, but were rebuffed.
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Finalt, , a week later, on April 11, they staged a somewhat
romantic fina le.
s the setting they chose the fishing v illage of
Arbroath, which 's on the east coast of Scotland, about thirty-five
miles north of Scone . Arbroath contains the ruins of an abbey, of
which the re malning walls of the abbey church are the mos t
prominent. As a ;>lace to end an example of Scottish nationalism, the
church was par 'cularly fitting because from there in 1320 the
Scottish barons 'ss ed the "Declaration of Arbroath," in effect the
Scottish decla ra on of independence.
The s den ts phoned the Provost of Arbroath, i.e. the
mayor, a Mr. Gardiner, and announced their intention of leaving the
Coronation Stone on the medieval site of the high altar in the abbey
church. They asked Gardiner to wait one hour to give them a chance
to get away, and hen to call first the press and then the pollee. Mr.
Gardiner com plied, and the Stone was duly found. The Clerk of
Works from Wes in ster Abbey went to Arbroath and pronounced the
Stone to be genuine.
It was returned under police guard to
Westminster, bu: not immediately to the coronation chair. It was
kept undergrou
for ten months unt il the Dean of Westminster
overcame his fear that it would be stolen again and the Queen
approved its reappearance. The students were never prosecuted.
T a : was the official termination of the episode. In
Scotland, ano he end is given to the story. It is said that the
students wen
0 Arbroath, not only because of history, but also
because t he Hou nding area is dominated by the reddish sandstone
from whic h the Coronation Stone is made . The students wanted to
find anot he s one which could be made to look like the Coronation
Stone and be substituted for it. The only problem in obtaining a look
alike was he crack. It was necessa ry to either find a stone wi th a
crack suff iciently similar so that an expert would not perceive the
difference
to cut a new stone and then crack it in just the correct
way. C u ' g a stone would have been easy enough, but obtaining an
internal structure so that the stone would crack as desired was
virt ua lly 'm posslble.
Fortunately and remarka bly , an exactly right stone was
discovered with the help of a local resident. It was even old, be~ng
part of the rubbish piled around what had been a door on the east slde
of t he medieval chapter house. The stone had the words" ANNO 1
ALEX" on one surface which local antiquarians suggested meant that
the stone had been c~t in the coronation year of King Alexander I,
namely 1107. The words had to be ground off, but otherwise the
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stone was a remarkably good replica of the Coronation Stone, even to
dimensions.
A ccording to those who claim to know, it was the
substitute stone which the students left in Arbroath Abbey Church.
The real Coronation Stone was hidden somewhere in Scotland. Some
people believe it to be in St. Columba's Church in Dundee, back under
the protection of the missionar y who brough tit to Scotland. Other
people suggest that the so-called "replica" which was recently put on
exhibit at Scone Palace is in fact the genuine Coronation Stone.
There is another chapter in the story of Arbroath and its
relation to attempts by Scots at retrieving the Stone of Scone. The
chapter is not well known because awareness of it was suppressed in
both Scotland and England. The only record is a sixteenth century
chronicle written in Latin by a nameless Arbroath monk, reporting
wha t was told him by one of the participants. The chronicle was
discovered two years ago in a secret recess of the ruins of the
chapter house which has already been referred to. The chronicle is
about a group of Arbroath residents who set out to steal the
Coronation Stone from Westminster Abbey in 1501. Their escapade
was hushed up in England because Henry VII was, at the time,
conducting the negotiations which led to the marriage of his
daughter, Margaret, with James IV of Scotland. Henry did not want
the negotiations threatened by widespread knowledge of what was,
after all, an unsuccessful raid on the Abbey. In Scotland, it was news
of the marauders' success which the authorities feared could destroy
the bargaining.
The chronicle gives the following account of the affair.
Five individuals were directly involved.
They were
Robert Helmsdale, a man of early middle age, who owned and
captained a fishing boat based in Arbroath; a fisherman employed on
Helmsdale's boat whom the chronicle only mentions by the first name
Andrew; another Andrew, Andrew Dunbar, the leader of the party,
who was a mason by craft and a member of the Edinborough
Corporation of Masons , about the same age as Helmsdale; Dunbar's
son, Alexander, probably around twenty; Alexander's recently
c quired wife, Anna, a year or two younger than he, and probably the
cau ghter of Captain Helmsdale, though the chronicle is not clear on
: 10· point; and finally a man named Thomas or Tom Barnes, who was
e : er an employee or an apprentice of Dunbar.
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The chronicle asserts that t he project was originated by
!>ar and that it was "greatly blessed" by the Abbot
Helmsdale a nd
_ la te r remark probabl y means that the abbot give
of Arbroath.
su pport along with his prayers. He did as a
sign ificant fi n
ma tter of recor ?Co ide four benedictine habits for possible use as
disguises in Wes - ster Abbey.
The
spi ra tors devised a somewhat complicated plan.
Dunbar woul d ()~ ain the dimensions of the Coronation Stone from
records in Sco
bbe y. He would then carve two stones to roughly
similar dime nsi
out of the red sandstone of Arbroath. Though only
one stone was e "red, Dunbar thought it wise to have an extra. The
group would tr spor t the stones aboard the fishing boat south to the
English village po of Hunstanton, which is on the south side of the
Wash. Hunsta n ()n was chosen because of its comparative isolation
and because i is al most directly north of London. A port closer to
the city wo uld
'I e eliminated some overland travel, but Scottish
fishing boats rarely ventured much farther south without attracting
unwanted atten -00 .
A
s tanton, the band would procure a horse and cart,
by means of
-ch Dunbar, Alexander, Anna and Tom Barnes would
carry the sto s he one hundred ten miles to London. There they
would find
bscure lodging and, after looking over Westminster
Abbey, dec ide
to remove the Coronation Stone. With that Stone
in their possession, Dunbar would as quic kly as possible complete
shaping one f
substitutes until it was ident ical in appearance to
the original.
possible, the copy would be put into the coronation
chair. Failing : hat , a way would be devised for letting the substitute
be found by .~ au thori ties. In either case, the purpose was to make
people t hin
ha t the original Coronation Stone was safe in the
Abbey, wit :~ hope that consequently any exci te ment generated by
its tempo rar: absence would die down and a llow the Scots to slip out
of London :i
heir treasure.
nna was not at first included as a participant. But she
begged 0 tay with her husband, sa yi ng, rather melodramatically,
that s
'o uld rather face the dangers of the expedition than the
possibili . of never seeing Alexander again. Alexander, being equally
rel uc
to endure even a few wee ks separation, took her part; and
the
0 fa thers eventually agreed.
The party sailed from Arbroath on a cold, rainy dawn in
early April. The chronicle lists both April 5 and April 8 as the date,
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on the older calendar. With a favoring north wind, they passed
Berwick Castle during the first night, standing well out to sea as they
went by. After that, as the coast became unfamiliar to Captain
Helmsdale, they traveled ony during daylight, spending the successive
nights in the protective breakwaters of Tynemouth, Whitby and
Humber, finally reaching Hunstanton late on the fifth day.
Here a difficulty arose. No one in Hunstanton had a cart
and horse either to sell or rent. However, an obliging farmer drove
Dunbar and Alexander the fifteen miles to King's Lynn, where they
had better luck. They purchased a four-wheeled cart and a horse,
both of which, they were assured by the seller, were large enough and
strong enough to transport a load equal to five full barrels of wine.
Suspecting their business, the seller offered an extra fee to provide
them with a false customs receipt from French wine which, as he put
it, they may have neglected to bring to the attention of his majesty's
excise officer. To allay suspicion, Dunbar purchased a receipt using a
false name.
Dunbar and Alexander returned to Hunstanton, where the
cart was loaded with the two stones from Arbroath, Dunbar's
stonecutting tools and four days' provisions. The adventurers then set
out for London. Their route lay south along the east banks of the
Ouse and Cam Rivers. They crossed the latter by the bridge which
gave Cambridge its name, proceeded down the west bank and
eventually entered London by the Tower Gate.
Though Alexander did his share of the driving, most
commonly Dunbar and Barnes sat on the driver's seat, with Alexander
and Anna together in the body of the cart. When he told their story,
Alexander recalled that youth, excitement and love combined to
make the trip sparkle with enjoyment for them.
There was one incident along the way which was
~righteni~g in occurrence, but ended in the acquisition of useful
mformatlOn. Just south of the junction of the Ouse and Cam Rivers,
the party was accosted by highwaymen, who demanded the horse and
all other valu~bles. The highwaymen scattered, however, upon the
opportune arrival of a royal herald traveling north to Ely with a
dozen mounted guards.
In a brief conversation before the two parties separated,
the Scots learned that the Lady Chapel, which had constituted the
east end of Westminster Abbey Church, had just been demolished.
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King Henry intended to build a new, more magnificent chapel in its
place to serve as a burial edifice for himself and his family. The
royal herald was ·n fa ct on his way to collect money from the Bishop
of Ely for the proje<: t. The herald mentioned that activity was going
on day and night a the construction site and that stone masons were
in short supply.
The g
p reached London about noon of the fourth day.
After searchi ng ~os t of the afternoon, they found a place to stay in
the back of a r - do wn, three-story building near the Ty Burn, about
a mile from where that stream ran into the Long Ditch, or moat,
surrounding t he
bbey complex. They secured three crumbling,
ground-floor roo s, one of which had a large opening without a door
that allowed the room to be used as a stable. In the front of the
building was a
ac ksmith's shop, which they hoped would provide
enough noise to 'llask the pounding and chipping required to do the
final shaping of substitute stone - - if and when they got the real
Coronation Sto ou t of the Abbey.
The nex t day all four made their first visit to the Abbey.
They entered b
e Abbot's Gate which gave directly onto the main
door of the
~ ch .
Inside the 1a tter, they found the choir area
backing upon ope air. Over the high altar and down the nave, an
east wind can-·e d clouds of dust generated by the not-quite
completed de oli ion activity.
A multit ude of workers busied
themselves bo· in the cleared space of t he old Lady Chapel and in
the remaini ng Ci rc h.
A f s t though, the Scots were dism a yed by the large
number of pea .e who obviously would be constantly present, thus
making im pos~~le any secret removal of t he C oronation Stone. On
second tho u h · the crowd appeared as not a hinderance but possibly
an advantage.
·th so many individual s bustlin g about with building
material, per ps movement of the Coronation Stone would not
attract a tte •. n.
re was another mo me nt of consternation when the
four rea r z
tha t the coronation chai r wi t h its stone was missing. It
was no .:>ehind the high altar whe re they had expected to see it,
thou gh, of course, nothing much was behind the latter except sky.
Anna "as the first to notice the c hair down on the floor under a dust
cover . It was to the left of the c hoi r, beside the chantry of Henry V
and up against the bashed-in end of t he coffin of Henry's Queen,
Kat hari ne of France. Though the Scots were not then aware of it,
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the coffin was originally buried in the old Lady Chapel and had been
exhumed during the demolition. It wa s temporarily placed on the
floor of her husband's chantry (where, incidentally, it remained for
two hundred seventy-four years before anyone got around to burying
it again). The coronation chair had probably been moved to get it out
of the dust storms that passed over the altar.
After leaving the church, the group went around to the
so-called Western Gate of the Abbey, through which access to the
construction site was gained. The Western Gate was actually on the
north side of the Abbey, but it was called "Western" because it was
about one-third of the way from the northwest corner. It thus
contrasted with the Canon Row Gate, which was also on the north
side, but near the northeast corner.
The Western Gate stood
approximately where the Cenotaph now is. In the construction area
Dunbar was able to sign on as a stone worker. He was accepted with
some enthusiasm because he was able to wri t e and read. He fore bore
expressing the general Scot contempt for the ignorance of the
English.
That evening the plotters worked out the following
strategy for spiriting away the Coronation Stone. On the following
Monday, Anna and Alexander would walk to the Abbey, arriving at
the Abbot's gate about an hour and a half before the shift of workers
changed at sunset. They would take one of the monk's habits from
Arbroath, which Anna would put on in some concealed corner. Half
an hour later, Dunbor ond Burnes would drive the cort in through the

Western Gate. They would bring with them the two Arbroath stones.
Alexander would meet them and the three men would unload the
stones. One would be placed at a spot in the construction area where
Dunbar could work on it as if it were part of the building project.
The other stone would be loaded on what we would call a dolly,
covered with a cloth and moved to the open end of the northern aisle
of the church. There Anna would appear and, as if directing three
workmen on some special task, lead the m with the dolly to the
coronation chair. There, in the gathering darkness, with boldness
substituting for secrecy, she would remove the dust cover from the
chair and hold it up as a kind of curtain to shield partially their
activity. The three men would then exchange the true Coronation
Stone with the Arbroath stone on the dolly. The cloths covering the
coronation chair and the dolly would be replaced, and the monk would
lead the workers outside again. The Coronation Stone would be
unloaded beside the other Arbroa th stone, and the conspirators would
separate to leave the Abbey as they had come.
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sday , and for however many days it took, Dunbar
would work ope
"n the construction site shaping the Arbroath stone
to conform in
detai ls to the Coronation Stone. As soon as he was
finished, the men ould load the Coronation Stone on the cart and
take it fro m the Ab bey. Then, on the same day, or the next if
necessary, t he
ould put the false copy in the coronation chair,
replacing the ~r~roa th stone which they hoped either would not be
looked at at aU f
the two or three days it was in the chair or would
not be looke d a closely by any knowledgeable person.
The r st part of the plan was duly put into operation and
worked perfec . It was not until the light of Tuesday morning that
Dunbar encoun ered the problem, namely the crack in the Coronation
Stone, the sa e pro blem that the Glascow students faced four
hundred fif
ea s later. To make the Arbroath stone into an
indistinguish e co py of the true stone, Dunbar had to duplicate the
crack. The
" method for doing so that he could think of was to
saw the fake s
e in two along the line of the true stone's crack and
then cem en: -')e halves together in such a way as to give the
appearance OC a crack. That would take considerably longer than
they had - "cipate d, a situation which was aggravated by the
coincidence t t the following Sunday was Easter. No construction
would ta ke? ace fr om noon Friday until Monday, and hence no work
could be do
the stone. The longer the delay in getting an exact
copy into
c ronation chair, the greater the danger that the first
substitutio
ul d be chanced upon. Dunbar therefore decided that
the Coro - on S tone and its intended copy would have to be
transfer red f om the Abbey to their lodging, where he could operate
continuous) and where he had originally intended to do the work
anyway.
e move was effected that same Tuesday, and Dunbar
spent he ne xt week at the task.
Alexander and Anna used
Wednesday to roam about London, enjoying themselves. Tom Barnes
frequ en ed a shabby, nearby tavern, which caused Dunbar some worry
that Bar es might talk too much. The enjoyment and the worry were
both suddenly cut short on Thursday night when Barnes was stabbed in
a bra J at the tavern. What caused the fight and whether Barnes was
or igi aJly a participant or a bystander never became known.
He
managed to make it back to where they lived, but he died shortly
after mi dnight.
The
remammg Scots
were
emotionally shocked.
Alexander and Anna had never really entertained the possibility that
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anything so serious could happen. Much of Good Friday w~s spent in
arranging burial. With a combination of argument and bribery, they
were able to secure a grave in a cemetery of nearby Mary-Ie-Bourne
chapel.
Dunbar turned himself with unwonted intensity to his
labor on the stone. Alexander and Anna sat around in a depressed
state on Saturday. They roused themselves enough by Sunday to
attend an Easter sunrise high mass at the Abbey. They needed the
spiritual medication, and they were attracted by knowledge gained
earlier that the Abbot himself would be the celebrant.
A t the service their minds were diverted, but certainly
not comforted.
It turned out that the Abbot was present as
advertised; but so were soldiers, stationed at the Abbot's Gate and
even outside the door of the church itself. More soldiers were visible
in the construction area. Anna and Alexander came back much
worried.
The next day Dunbar sent Alexander to find out if
anything was amiss. Alexander was to observe whether the soldiers
were still on duty.
If they were, he was to mingle with the
construction workers and try to pick up an explanation. Alexander's
mission was only partly successful. He found the soldiers, but newly
stationed guards turned him away from the Western Gate because his
name was not on the workers' roll. He tried to find out from the
guards what was going on, but could not get them to answer any
questions. He then went around to the Abbot's Gate and discovered
that visitors to the church were being recorded as they went in and
out. He entered and noted that soldiers were blocking the open end
of the church, not alJowing anyone to go from the church to the
construction area and vice versa.
When Alexander reported back without an answer to the
crucial "why" question, Dunbar decided that he would have to go
hi m self because he could gain entrance as a worker. What he learned
was that the Abbot's celebration of mass had necessitated lifting the
coronation chair up into the choir for the Abbot to sit on. To lighten
the chair, the stone had been removed; and somebody had seen that it
was a fake. The Abbot had been informed, who immediately told the
King. With the thought that the thieves might not have been able to
get the real stone way from the Abbey enclosure, the King had
supplied soldiers as guards. The Abbot had temporarily allowed them
into the Abbey precincts, but he maintained sanctuary by not letting
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them en~er t he church pr.o per. Simul taneously, soldiers were placed
at the CIty ga es sea rchmg aU depa rting vehicles. Revenue boats
were blockadi g • e Thames at e ither end of t he city for the same
purpose.
In he face of those developmen ts, the Scots were forced
to turn fro m t · ·ng about Tom Barnes to figuring o ut a way to
implement t hei
·ginal strategy. That was to cause the look-alike
false stone to be scov ered in such a way that the au thorities would
believe tha t the ~
d gotten the real one back , with the hoped- for
result that the searchin g of vehicles leaving the city would be ended.
Mean ·le, they had to be careful. Their accents were
enough to make :hem objects of suspicion to anyone who knew about
the missing C
ion Stone. Dunbar thought that he had already
aroused some i e est in himself among the construction workers and
maybe amon g
guar ds at the Western Gate. It was also more than
possible that s
a ttention had been paid to Alexander because of
his futile que s .
g of the guards.
believed that such attention, had it occurred,
D
might be ser vicec Ie . A suspiciously acting Sc otsman who had tried
r who had entered late in the working day might
to get in an d
ri ties as evidence that the real stone was in fact
be seen by t he grounds. Conseque ntly, Dunbar reasoned if the
still on the A
could be sneaked in and cause d to be discovered, it
false look-ali
. be accepted as genuine .
would more rea
;>Halize on that possibili 'I , Dunbar felt that they
should act
y. He suggested a method which evolved through
discussion to -'le fo llowing. The look- alike stone was almost done.
While Dun bar
the finishing details the next day , which was again
Tuesday, Ale
er would go out with the horse 0 purchase another
smaller car
ong with a load of timber . On 'erlnesday, they would
put the 100 - . e stone onto the cart under he timber. Late in the
day as bef re Dunbar would drive into he construction area, where
he would
oad the timber and subst itute scrap boards. He would
then un lU :
he horse and lead it out the gate, abandoning the cart
on the s· ...... That evenIng Anna wou ld go to the Abbot's gate, hand a
soldier a no e saying, "GIve this to the Abbot," and immediately slip
away.
note would read crypt ically , "Tomorrow under a load of
wood." If all went well, the note would reach somebody in authority
who kne
ha t it meant, the fors aken cart would be noticed and
searched and the look alike found.
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Astonishingly, all again did go ~ell except for some
trouble getting the stone into the new cart wlthout the help of Tom
Barnes. The stone was too heavy for only two men to lift directly.
They had to raise one end insert timber under it, raise the other end
somewhat higher, insert timber and so forth until they got the stone
to cart level. Dunbar was apprehensive that the cemented halves
might break apart in the process, but they did not. Instea?, what was
damaged was his left leg. It suffered a gash and a bruIse when he
used it at one point to stop the stone from sUpping off the timber.
Sometime during the night after Anna delivered her note,
the soldiers were withdrawn from the Abbey and the city gates.
Apparently, as the Scots had hoped, the King believed that the
Coronation Stone had been retrieved and thought it was better to
quiet the affair quickly than to try to find the thieves.
They waited for three days. Then, with the real stone
hidden under some wine barrels, they set out in their original cart for
Hunstanton. They were stopped briefly at the city gate by a sheriff's
man who inquired about their business in London. He was satisfied
when Dunbar produced the forged customs receipt which he had
bought in King's Lynn.
The fishing boat was ready for them. They put the Stone
and the tools aboard, sold the horse and cart for a fraction of their
cost and sailed for Arbroath. On the way home, an earlier event
culminated in tragedy. When they left London, Dunbar was limping
rather badly. The bruise on his leg was more severe than had seemed
at first, and the gash had become infected. By the time they reached
Hunstanton, the leg was badly swollen and he could no longer walk.
He refused to see a physician, fearing a long delay while still in
England. As the ship tacked its way northward, blood poisoning set
in; and, two days out of Arbroath, he died. They buried him at sea.
The pain of losing his father fell like a storm upon
Alexander's mind. More, for the first time, he was frightened. In
part, that came from having the leadership of the expedition thrust
upon him. But besides, he had a growing conviction that they had
commi tted a grievous sin in stealing from a consecrated church, and
that God was punishing them, one by one. He said later that it was
Anna who calmed him down and made him turn to the task of bringing
their operation to an end.
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He,
n a and Captain Helmsdale decided that the Stone
should be conve yed to Arbroath Abbey, where it could be given
indefinite pr otec 'on . Ideally, its presence should be kept secret
from the resi den ts of the village. The three therefore concluded that
they ought no 0 unl oad the Stone at the village wharf, but rather
take it farthe r no th under the cliffs. About a mile from Arbroath,
red sandstone cliffs suddenly begin, rising abruptly two hundred to
three hundre d fee a bove the sea. The cliffs run up the coast past
Montrose. T
sof t sandstone contains numerous caves, bays and
inlets, man y of '~i c h were regularly used by sm ugglers in Georgian
times. It is said that there was once a tunnel which went from the
back of one of he c aves all the way to the e ighteenth century ruins
of the abbe y, bu that is not likely. In the sixteenth century, before
the union of he
0 kingdoms, smuggling had not yet become a major
trade in Scotla'ld, but the loneliness of the cliffs which attracted the
later smuggle s al so provided an attractive landing area for the
Coronation S
e . In particular, a thousand yards or so beyond the
start of the cliffs they made a quarter circle to the west, creating a
bay with a roc y beach that faces north and hence cannot be seen
from Arbroat
he cliff slants somewhat a t that spot, and a path
leads to the 0;:>. It was there that the Stone was unloaded.
T e bro ught it ashore in a skiff a nd lodged it temporarily
at the inne r edge of the beach against t he cliff.
Andrew the
fisherman en u;:> t he path and around to the point where the cliffs
turn to act as a lookout. From that place, high above the sea, he
could observe any person or boat approaching from Arbroath.
Alexander hike ac ross country directly to t he abbey, thus aVOiding
the village. He got in to see the abbot, who f urnished a horse and
cart and ins mete d Alexander to bring t he Stone to the chapter
house. Alexander drove back to the top of the clift. Anna went to
relieve Andre as lookout. When he rejo ined t he group on the beach,
the three men lugged the Stone up the cli ff wit h much effort and
many stops fo re st, and put it in the c a rt. Helm sdale and Andrew
returned t o heir boa t, while Alexander we nt to get Anna.
T 0 hundred fifty feet be low the lookout poInt, on a
narrow strip of land bordering the sea, he found her body. The horse,
without direction or command, made its way to the abbey, pulling in
the cart the Stone and Alexander, who saw and felt nothing and did
not even know ha t he held Anna in his arms.
Tha t is the end of the account which Alexander gave to
the mon k wr ite r of the Arbroath chronicle. The monk recorded as a
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postscript that the Stone was embedded i.n the east cellar wall of the
chapter house, with its bottom exactly f lve a nd a quarter fe~t above
the floor and its left side abutting the fra me of the door openmg onto
the steps which went up to the outsi de ground. As a further
identification and as an act of sympathy, before the Stone was
mortared in, the abbot allowed Alexander to transform it into a
memorial. In a shallow carving on the t op surface, Alexander cut the
words "ANNA I ALEX."
A curious last sentence, unconnected with the main text,
appears on the Arbroath manusc ript. Someone in a different hand
wrote, "Their labor was for nought but no t in vain." The writing
resemble s that of the abbot as found on other documents. If the
a bbot did insert the comment, what did he mean? One possi ble
explanation is that he knew the secret of Scone Abbey, namely that
the royal stone of England is not the royal stone of Scotland, the
Coronation Stone is not the Stone of Scone.
Beca use of the
difference, stealing the Coronation Stone would be to an anglophobe
like the abbot a labor "not in vain." But if, as in the case just
narrated, the theft was an attempt to return the Stone of Scone to
Scotland, the labor was "in vain." The Stone of Scone had never left
Scotland.
There are a couple of bits of evidence for the last
assertion. First, the Stone of Scone is desc ribed by several twelfth
and thirteenth century Scottish sources as made of black marble, not
red sandstone. Second, the great seals of several Scottish kings,
including Alexander I (1107-1124) and William the Lion (1165-1214),
show them in coronation regalia, seated on a stone that is so high
that their feet just reach the ground. The Coronation Stone is, to
repeat a figure given earlier, only ten and th ree quarter inches high,
so that only a person of about two feet in height can sit on it with
feet just touching the ground.
Such facts suggest the following a s a probable occurrence.
When Edward I turned around in his invasion of Scotland in 1296, he
was one hundred miles north of Scone. It too k him six weeks to reach
the abbey. The monks thus had a long inte rval during which they
knew of his approach. The abbot was an arde nt supporter of Robert
Bruce. It is probable that he had the Stone of Scone taken from the
wooden throne in which it then rested and re placed by an ordinary
sandstone building block. It might even have been a flaw ed building
block, which because of its crack had been thrown out as unusable.
Blocks of that sort were commonly available. The abbey at Arbroath
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was constructed of sandstone blocks that, in size and color, are just
like the Corona " Stone. Probably the abbey of Scone was also, but
no remnant of i e "5ts to indicate its material.
There is evidence that Edward himself realized that he
had been tricke
As mentioned before, he originally ordered that
the stone he had 0 ght from Scotland be e nclosed in a bronze chair
which was fore ve- afte r to serve as the coronation chair. The work
was only half dOlle" 1298, when Edward ordered it stopped and sent
a raiding part y o~ kn ights to Scone Abbey. They tore the abbey
apart, search ing for something, but returned empty handed.
Immediately t he eaIte r, Edward scrapped the bronze chair and had
the cheaper, less pre tentious oak chair made to contain the stone.
He also anno unced that the chair would be the abbot's seat, not
primarily a benc cor crowning kings.
The e is a centuries-old tradi tion that the Stone of Scone
was hidden on
sinane Hill, the site of Macbeth's castle, about
three miles fro Scone. Around 1800, two farm boys playing on the
hill discovered a
Ie caused by a landslide. It seemed to open into a
cave and was b 0 enough for them to crawl through. They entered
what turned ou: 0 be a small room, in the center of which stood a
large, black s
covered with hieroglyphics. The boys kept the
discovery a sec e fo r eighteen years, when they finally told the local
landowner.
He ordered an excavation.
By then the hole had
disappeared;
during the excavation, the ground suddenly
collapsed and se"eral workmen fell into an unde rground chamber.
When cleared 0 ,it proved to be a square vault with the stone that
the boys had seen. The stone was about one-third heavier than the
Coronation S 'le and appeared to be of a material reminiscent of
black meteor"tes.. Beside the stone were two round plaques of
bronze, an in eresting fact since the grea seals of three Scottish
kings, inclu ding Alexander I, show round plaques on either side of the
stone upon hi ch they sit. A London newspaper in 1818 reported that
"The curious stone has been shipped to London for the inspection of
the scient ific am ateur." Apparently no one knows where the "curious
stone" was 0 be put on display or what e entually happened to it.
There is one fascinating final detail.
A writer who
accom pan "ed Edward into Scotland stated that the stone which the
king too' from Scone Abbey was very large and made of black
mar ble. If that is so, why was the oak chair designed to hold a
com paratively small block of sandstone? Is it possible that between
1296 and 1298 an undocumented, successful theft of the real Stone of
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Scone occurred? Is that why Edward sent the knights to Scone
Abbey?
Did he then have a substitute sandstone block secretly
brought from the Scone area and installed in a smaller, cheaper
chair? He could have done so in order to prevent the humiliating and
politically damaging knowledge from becorning public that his symbol
of triumph over Scotland had been stolen, undoubtedly by Scots.
Shakespeare suggests such a denouement in the final lines
of his unwritten play, The Earl of Carrick. There Wallace says to
Robert Bruce:
Thou shalt yet mount that seat ot Scottish kings
Which Edward of Caernarvon thinks mewed up
Within the oaken bench at Westminster;
Deceived son of a deceiving sire.
To England gone but soon from England gone,
Columba's stone awaits thy coronation.
Ride then to Scone. The hills thereof shall ope
Their quarried caves in joy of Scotland's hope.

